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Abstract 

The launching efficiency of surface-waves on a rectangular dielectric rod excited by a rectangular metal 
waveguide is derived theoretically. Experimental results for launching efficiencies obtained from the 
measurements of the scattering parameters of the junction between the launcher and the dielectric rods 
following Descharnp's method are compared with the theoretical results. 
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1. Introduction 

Theoretical determination of launching efficiency involves the solution of source excited 
fields. The results available at present on the excitation of surface-waves on arious 
structures are mostly restricted to delta-function sources. A critical survey of the 
existing methods is given in the literaturth 2. The case of finite aperture as source is 
difficult to solve theoretically. Rigorous solutions based on Wiener-Hopf techniques 
have been applied only to the case of structures which can be specified as reactance 
surfaces'''. Unfortunately the above method is rather difficult to apply to a rect- 
angular dielectric rod for which the surface reactance is a function of position on the 
surface. 

In this paper, a simpler method is adopted for the case of aperture excitation. From 
the unperturbed fields tangential to the feed aperture planes the angular spectrum's of   

the aperture is derived. The effect of placing the rectangular dielectric rod in front of   
the aperture is to convert a portion of the angular spectrum confined within a cone 

Whose axis coincide with the axis of the rod and whose seinivertical angle is 0,, where 

°ints the critical angle depending on the dielectric constant of the material of the rod. 
T e remaining portion of the angular spectrum between (9 and ir/2 is radiated into fr

ee -spaces. The power in the surface-wave modes and in the radiation field can be 
cal ctulated separately because they are orthogonal. The launching efficiency is defined as 

the ratio of the surface-wave power to the total power crossing the feed aperture. 
An experimental technique following Deschamp's method verifies the theoretical 
results. 
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2. Theory 

A trgu kr spectrum of the feed-aperture fields 

The feed system used for launching surface-waves on a rectangular dielectric  rm  
a rectangular metal waveguide of cross-sectional dimensions a 2  x b2  (Fig. cjentill 
in the dominant TE" mode. 

REGION 2 	v 

Flo. 1. 	Geometry of the mode transducer and the dielectric rod, 
MT = Mode transducer, DR = Dielectric rod. 

The electric and the magnetic fields in the aperture (Z = 0) of the rectangular metal 

waveguide are given by 

(D 
 --zos(irxlaz) 

P" 

= cos (lrxIa2). 

If the spectral representation of H, at this aperture z = 0 is given by, 

fl 	 2) 
Fm  (k x , k y) =fJ  H. exp j (k tx + Icy) dx dy 

—00 

then the field at any point in an unbounded dielectric medium (Z > 0) is  obtain 

cc 
1 

Hz  (x, Y2 	4 2 f f Tm(ki, k,)exp j(k zx + k,y + A's:)dk„,dk, 	(3) 

—00 

where 	 (4) 
k 2r  + 1. 2  + 1c2z 	= (02 got oer  
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and the relationship between Fm  (1st , ky) and TM  (k3, k m) is to be found. The other field 
components are derived from Maxwell's equations as follows: 

I 	Ô2 HZ  

== coc oerk, ax ôy 

leg  ± 1(1  n  
EY  = 	C080E rkg 

ail 
Es = 	a weer  vy 	 (5) 

14 =0 

H 	pH  
Icy  ax 

If As  is the reflection coefficient at the metal waveguide aperture (z =0) the spectra 
components of Ey  and H, at Z = 0 are given by 

WIZ°  (1 ± Rgs) Fm  exp j (k + icy) Ev 	4 	n2 /3 

H 	A  Fg  exp 	(lczx ko) 
4 /r2  

At z = 0 + , 

Tm  
= 	exp 	(ktx kyy) 

4 n2  

From equations (4) and (5) 

EY = 	 exp j (1c,X ko) 
Cot ot, k g  4 n2  

From the conditions of continuity of Ey , :ilid Hg  at Z =0 we obtain 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

7.2 ka, 
I + RI„ 	fl (k! 	k 2y ) 

or 

k1  21414 
	 (1 0) 

and 

Tm  (kr  ky) =(1 	Ics) Fm  (kg, kw). 
inserting He from equation (1) in equation (2) we obtain 

F 	b\ 	7r  4 	cos (lc, a2/2) sin (k,b 2 l2) 
— At inky) k2 	kv a2 Orla2- • 

(12) 
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(ii) Effect of the finite dielectric medium 

The field represented by equation (3) is the field which will be present in an unhows 
dielectric medium terminating the metal waveguide aperture. If the dielectric 
is finite in both the x and y directions (i.e., in the present situation, a rectangular  1:th  
a component plane wave will be multiply reflected by all the four sides of the r

od i 
/?, and R, are the ieflection coefficients of the yz and xz planes respectively, the rest.  1.  
rant field due to an infinite number of reflections from the sides of the rod ic 0 1014  

Hs  = 4-1E2 f f 	(Ice , k,) cxp (— jk,z) lexp(— jk,x) 

+ 	exp (jkix)] texP 	.Y) R y  ijk yA . 

>9.• [(I — R 27)  (1 — .RN -1  dk, 

From the continuity of 11, (= pHs) and D, (= 6E2) at x = ; and E. and .11, aty 

respectively Rs  and R, are obtained as follows: 

.R, = (k 5 	p) (k , + p) -1  cxp — j (I ca) (14) 

R, — (k, — 6,q) (k, + e fq) --1  cxp —j  (k,b) (15) 

where 

p = ± f.k 2, — (k? — kg)iii2 (le 
q — + 114, — (kl 

The fields in the regions 2 and 3 (Fig. 1) are respectively given by 
co 

H22 =4
1 

ff 7-r 	Tm(k k g)(D, D,) --' exp[j (p k.) 2.1 (1 + Px) 

. [exp (—jk i,y) + R, exp (jk yy)] . 

x exp (— (px + k tz)] dk. dk 	 08), 

1 
143 	f f TM  (k „ k)(D a  D,) --lexp [j (q 	2 1(1 + p r ). 

x jexp (—f/c, x) + R ,, exp 0/Ed()) 
(19) 

x exp [—j(gy 4• kez)]dk, dk 
where 

(20) 

(21) 
D, 1 — 
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(22) 

(23) 

a 
In  the regions x > and y > 2- the positive branches of p and q are taken to 

represent outgoing waves. ks  and k, are in general complex and the integrals in equaa 
tions (18) and (19) are to be evaluated in the complex plane. 

(iii) Evaluation of the ntegrals 

The singularities in the integrands of equations 
poles which are determined by D. = 0 and D, = 0. 
these are equivalent to 

R, = 1 

and 

Ry = I 

(18) and (19) are the surface-wave 
Dealing with even function modes 

(24) 

(25) 

For surface-waves the fields in the regions 2 and 3 should decay exponentially as 
exp(— a,x) and exp (— a, y) respectively. From equations (14), (15), (24) and (25) 
with p = ja, and q = — jet, we obtain 

a, = k, tan (a, al2) 	 (26)  

e, a, = k, tan (k. 142) 	 (27) 

where from equations (16) and (17) we obtain 

= [(14 14) — ki]"2 	 (28) 

my 	[(14 — kg) - 	
(29) 

k2,1112 . 

Only positive roots of a, and a, are considered to ensure that the surface-wave should 

	

, 	a 	 b 

	

decay away from the surfaces at I xi 	
d I y = - respectively. Equations 

2 	 2 

(26) to (29) determine the transverse propagation constants of the allowed surface- 
wave modes of the dielectric rod. 

Writing H32  from equation (18) as  

If U 	D31)-1  dk, dk, 

Where 

(30) 

(kir, 	TM  (4k
n2

k,)  exp  [ j(p  ko I.] (1  4- p,) 

x texp (—jk,y) + Rv  exP (jAryY)] exp [— (px k 7z)] (31) 
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the double integral for H z 2 can be evaluated by the successive evaluation of two 
integrals' as follows: 	 writolit  

1122= f f U (lc, ic)(D,D,)-1  dk, dk, 
ii 	Is 	 02) 

where 4 and /2  are two contours lying in the domains B1 and B2 where Bi  and B2a  
the domains of k. and 14 respectively. U (k., lc) is regular in the closed domains; 
and B2. One contour is shown in Fig. 2. Applying Cauchy's residue th eorems 
repeatedly we obtain 

H12 = — 4 re2  I E U (Ss, 11,) (D; D;) -1  — 2 irj . 
• I f U (k., lc) (D;) --1  dk , — 2 n1 E f U Or  kg) . 

rs 	 rs 

• (D;)-1  dk, + ff U (k,, k,)(D, D y)--' dk, dk,. 
03 

i,  r 	
1 

or ' 
Jo 

40' 
4- 

0 
e 

4% 

%lb 
4106 4  

FIG. 2. Contour of integration. 
Contour above Re (k,)is for x > 0, contour below Re (I c 4,) is for x < 0 
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The summation is for all values of /1. and fig  where /3. and 13, are the roots of the trans- cendental equations (26) and (27) rzspectively and 

D 
D' =--- 

z 	ak. Itrfi, 

y 	ak,  IA, fl,  

Using equations (14), (15), (20) and (21) with p = — f; and q — 	we obtain 

D; = 2j (a + 2ack1) 	 (34) 

and 

D; =a- 2i [b + 2e, 	+ 	fay  (Pt + ec4)} -11. 	 (35) 

Inserting LI (lc e , k,) from equation (31) in equition (33) we write 

Ha tt 'Ire 4 E 	TM Al PO O lt Dr cos (II, al2) cos (thty 
fly 

 
PZ 

4 itj 
. exp [ce, (a/2 x) ji6,71 	 cos Ow  y) (D)-1 . 

PY 

. T m  (kr  fly) (D,)-4  (1 + pi) exp j [(p k.) 	px 

ri 

4 nj 	 a 
dk, 

4 2  cos (fix  a/2) (gra' exp 	x) . 
it 

gs 

• f Tm (11,,k,)(D i,)-1  [exp 	y) + R, exp (jk, y)] . 
r2 

• exp ( — jk,z) dk, + 	f f Tm  (kr  kr ) . (D, D„) -1  

r2 r , 

• (1 + pz) texp (—jk, y) + R, exp (jk, y)] . 

• exp [— j (px k, z)] dk, dk,. 	 (36) 

Integrals around r, and r2 are branch-cut integrals around branch points (C and -C 
namely) Ica  + 	— 4112  and k, = (kf kg) 112 . Asymptotic evaluation of 

these integrals represents the far-field of the junction radiation. The second and the 
third integrals in equation (36) exert their influence in the far-field via the aperture 

O x l> 	b  
4 	s < Y< 	0) illumination ,  

2 
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(iv) Evaluation of branch-cut integrals 

We consider the first integral of equation (36) and denote it by L Hence 

1 = fliv 	cos (fly  y) Waal f rim  (k., 130 (p 4)-1  . 
4 irt  

flu rl  

exp[j(p kOn(1 14) exp (— j (px + k, z)] dic e . 

Let 
4  irj 	r F. (k y) 	4 7r2  

r 2 

Tm (k13,) D".°1  exp[ p (p k 24]. 

 b1  (1 + p.) exp (— jpx) f 2  cos 	y) exp (jk yy) dy. 
•-bI2 

(Using the spectral form and assuming that the fields in the region I yl > are very 

small). Evaluating the integral we obtain 

4 irj r  sin (R b12) 
R 

sin (sb12) f 

r, 

TM  (k,, /3,,) 

x (Net (1 + p.) exp j[(p k.); 
	

(37) 
where 

.R =fl ,  + kw  
S= R  

— k, 	 (38) 
Then 

co 
1 

F2  (ky ) exp ( — j (ky  y Ic.z)] dk, 
-cc 

2j 
— 47e- 

. 

f f Tm  (k., flo[ 	R 	s  sin (Rb12) 	sin (Sb12)1. 
S 

(39) (1+ p g) (Dar exp j [(p — k r) — px 	k. z]dk e dk y . 

Evaluating the integral by stationary phase method (See Appendix) we obtain 

2 nk.. 2j I 	 T (k 13 ) (1 + p ) 

X 
 [

sin (R142) sin (Sb12) 
- + lex!) jpp — k.); — k 0  ri. 

(40) 
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in  a similar manner all the branch-cut integrals are evaluated. The total far-field in 

region (2) as given by equation (36) is 

2 ü,0 i — 2f E Tm  (lc., ily1 
exp [ j (p 	Ic„) a[2] (1 + pr). 

x P  T (k z, no 
 [sin (R:12)  ± sin (Ssb/2) 	TM 	 k„) -- Li 

-k: m 	P 	 D' D g 

	

F ex p( jpal2) 	exp ( — jpal2)  1 x cos 0,42) 
	c'cx + 	J 

exp 0( p — k„) al2) 
(1 + pr) T m  ci, k 	exp ( — jic or) 	(41) D, D v 	 k 

Proceeding similarly with the equation (19) and evaluating the branch-cut integrals the 
far-field in region (3) is given by 

	

2 g len  ( 	 Tm  (k ir , 13;) 	rexp (jqb12)  exp(—kb12)  1 

	

1163 - 
4 ir2  r 

1 	
„. 

E Dr  D; 	x 9 jq 	cc, + fq 

2 Tm (Pr '  km) q exp [j(q — kv)bi 2i ( 1  + E D: 	kv  

x  [sin (7/2)  ± sin (gall 

exp (q 	icy) b12]  0 	p ) 	Taw  (kr  ky)} • 
D D

•  
	 k y 

(42) 
exp (— jk on 

where 

P = + k, 	
(43) 

	

Q = fit — k.. 	
(44) 

(v) Lanuching efficiency 

To determine the launching efficiency the total power carried by the surface wave 

and the power radiated from the junction are to be calculated. To calculate the total 
Power carried by surface-wave fields the surface-wave contribution of equation (13) is 
evaluated by the residue theorem in a similar manner to equation (33) and the surfaces 

wave field inside the rod is given by 

Ho  = 
—

4! E Tm  Ws , 13y) (D; D;)--1  cos (fl, x) . 
(45) 

X cos (fly  y) exp ( jflip %). 
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The total power cirried by the individual surface-wave modes in all the five 
revolt  

1, 2, 3, 4, 5 is 

	

412 	b12 	 b12 	 -012 
F,=3{ 	.1 	f 	Eyi  II:, dxdy + 	5 	dy ( 	f 	Ea H 2.4  dx 

-012 	-1)12 	 -b12 
00 012 -b(z 

± 	S E" H si2  dx) + f dx ( 5 E, 5  H:, dy ti A 
o12 —012 —co 

CO 

+ 	5 Ey  3 H se  3  dy)} 
biz (46) 

where the asterisk denotes the complex conjugate. E, is derived from 111  using Nue!  
tion (5). H„ and 1/1 5 are obtained fromfin  and /1, 3  replacing ; and a, by -. 27  
— ay  respectively. Only surface-wave contributions of H z  are taken in the abovt  
integrals. rntegral in equation (46) can be readily evaluated. Surface-wave mod e  
are orthogonal to each other. The total power carried by all modes is the sum of 
powers carried by each mode. Surface-wave modes are also orthogonil to radiatioti 
modes. 

Total power radiated from the junction is 
r1 2  27r --> 	--> 	-> 

P=f Re if f (E x 	er  r2  sin 0 dO d0 	 (47) O.() 0 

where er  is the unit vector in the r-direction and U and 4) are the elevation and azimuthal 

angles in spherical polar co-ordinates. Components of E and H are given by eV' 
tions (5), (41) and (42). This integral has been evaluated numerically. Instead of 
evaluating the double integral the values of the integral are evaluated at 115 =- - and.  

= 90 0. Denoting the value of the integral by Po  and P90  for 0 = 00 and Ifs = 90  
respectively all write 

iris 	 (48) P.,' 	RZ, if  I Hs0 l 2  r2  sin 0 sec2  0 d0 
Iri2 	 (4q) at, 5 1112900 12  r2  sin 0 dO 

0 
where 

( 50)  zo  _-= 020 /80r2 

Hie and 113.00° 
putting 0 =00 
radiated is' 

are the total far-fields and are evaluated from equations (41) and (42)..! 
(i.e., q 	0) and 4) = 900  (i.e., p = 0) respectively. Total Pcw 

Pr 4 (P0  + P90). 

Launching efficiency is 

P7, (%) =100 P, (P, P r)-' 
(52) 
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has been calculated for several rectangular dielectric rods of different dimensions and 
bompared with the measured values in Table j. 

3. Experimental procedure 

The experimental determination of launching efficiency involves the measurement of 
the scattering parameters of the composite structure, i.e., the mode transducer and the 
dielectric rod following Deschamp's method 9 . 

(1) Scattering matrix of the composite structure 

The experimental set-up is shown in Fig. 3. The complex reflection coefficients 
have been measured with the aid of a slotted section for eight different lengths ' 1' of 
the dielectric rod. These lengths are taken in pairs fi, /„ /3 0 /, + m/2 to fi t  fl,14  + z/2 

----r- phase constant of the particular mode in the dielectric rod). These four pairs of 
different lengths are distributed over half the guided wavelength (= 20 1-1). The 
points are plotted on a polar chart and a circle is drawn through them. The icono- 
centre S11  is found out from the geometrical construction (Fig. 4). The method of 
finding out the elements of [5] has been described in the literature" and will not be 
elaborated here but we shall consider the case when the modal attenuation of the 
dielectric rod cannot be neglected. 

If a nepers/cm is the attenuation constant of the mode of the reflection coefficient 
at the plane BB (Fig. 3) is given by 

PL exp ( — 2x/) exp j 	— 2/3,1) 
	 (53) 

where OL  is the phase of the reflection of the load terminating the dielectric rod (i.e., 

the shorting plate). As the length ' 1' is reduced the locus of pz, will spiral outward. 

When a is not very large the points still lie approximately on a circle because they are 

A 	D 

PK". Ex • Perimental set-up for scattering parameter measurements. 
(1) Powe r su  PPly and squarewave modulator, (2) Klystron 723A03, (3) Isolator, (4) Slotted 

1 (5 ) Mode transducer, (6) Dielectric rod, (7) Shorting plate, (8) V.S.W.R, meter (P.R.D.). 

line 
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FIG. 4. 	Circle diagram leading to the evaluation of the scattering matrix [Si of the cornPa tes.  

Structure a =0 - 895 A,,, b =-- 0-398 Ao, Ao  =t3.2 cm, 

distributed over only half the guided wavelength of the rod (A 	2#5 "10.  ,}1_,,,e1%! 
the procedure described in reference 10 still applies if it is assumed that the diefecur',1  

rod is terminated in a load of reflection coefficient p exp j Ors . Hence frcia.  5, Ref. ID] 

1S1212 1P1  r 
1 	p1 2 (S22 1 2  

1S221' 43'113i 
1 512 1 2 	E2  

I 	r I pi 

(54) 

(55) 

(56) 
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where 

p exp( — 
2010. 

(57) 
If the experiment is repeated for two widely different lengths / and 

II of the rod, two 
different circles will be obtained because the load reflection coefficients will be different 
due to the attenuation of the rod. 

If r, r', Sn  E, SH E' are the corresponding values read from 
we write 

Sn  E2  1 '12I2 	rip' 

. 3  I s 
1 2 2  = Sui Et  

i 	rip I 

where 

p = exp (-2 al) 

p' = exp (— 2 al'). 

Hence 

 r'511  E2  
r 	El' 

or 

in  Fr  sti Es 2  1 a — 	 
Lr' S ., E' je 

the two circle diagrams 

(58) 

(59) 

(60) 

(61) 

(62) 

(63) 

Once a is determined from equation (63), the elements of [S] can be found out from 
equations (55) and (56). S11  can be directly read from either of the circle diagrams 
OSn . 

(i1) Scattering matrix of the mode transducer 

The scattering parameters measured in the above section represent the junction 

find 	
in 	g. 3) (Plane AA • 	• Fi 	between the slotted section and the composite structure. To 

dui: out the elements of the scattering matrix of the junction between the mode trans- 
ducer (MT in Fig. 1) and the dielectric rod (DR in Fig. 1) the scattering matrix of the 
wue transducer has to be determined. This has been done by replacing the dielectric rood   

f t._
c  w

ith a metal waveguide with a variable short. The cross-sectional dimension of 
the f 

the short 
nietal wavegu 

i
Circle
. od. 	

ide is identical to that of the mode transducer. By varying the posi- 
t 	Shorting plate the complex reflection coefficients are measured and from the 

tagram the elements of [MI the scattering matrix of the mode transducer are 
round to be 

Mil 	25 < 1 .92 radian 
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M22 O'32 < 2.46 radian 

M21 = M12 0.83 < 0-69 radian. 

If [NJ represents the elements of the scattering matrix of the mode transducer a
nd dielectric rod junction we haven 

N11 = (Su M11) (MU M12 - M22 Mil + Sv Mii) -3  

N12 == S1 2 ( 1  

N21 = S21 (I -7' M22 N1.1) Of - 21) 1 

N22 = S22 N21 M22 ( 1  - N11 M22)-1 - (6Si 

(iii) Launching efficiency 

The launching efficiency qs  of the mode transducer can be determined from the& 
merits of [N] as follows: 

r/8(%) = 100 I Ni21 2/( 1  — I Nil 1 2  ) 	 (14) 

Both the theoretical and the experimental values of the launching efficiencies, the ci 
ments of [N] and attenuation constant a of the rods are given in Table I as functions 
of rod cross-sectional dimensions. For all the rods the mode transducer has ert 

dimension of RG51U. The calculated values of pis  are given in Table I. 

Table I 

Conzparision of the theoretical and the experimental values of launching efficiares 
at A. = 32 ems 

	.....---------- 

	

a 	b 	a dblin 	1 Nn I 	I N22  I Theory 	ExPeriment  

	

 	.._.-----------......------- 

06635 	0•545 	12.5 	0.43 	0-32 	77.64 	81.1 

0•795 0•795 12.5 0.46 0-24 77.23 88.0 

0•895 0-398 10•9 0.34 0-26 7841 83.5 
---.----'-e  

4. Conclusions 

A few points are worth noting in Table I. The high values of I N indicate high re
t  

il 	nd w 
tion loss from the junction of the mode transducer and the dielectric rod 

a s oto 

it is realised that the simple form of tapering the d ielectric material inside 
the 

I 	r. aN  

waveguide is not adequate for reducing the reflection loss. * 
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The difference in the values of I NH  j and I N22 indicates that the junction between 
the mode transducer and the dielectric rod is not lossless. This is indeed true because 

there will always be radiation from the junction. In fact the junction car. be  treated 
as a three-poi t one, the third port corresponding to the radiation from the junction. 
The  experimental results quoted in Table I have been obtained by considering a two- 

port measurement procedure. The radiation from the junction is completely lost in 
free-space and following the method for a three-port junctionn and assuming that 
there is no reflection from the termination of the third port the above procedure will 
still yield the correct values of the elements of [IV] as given in the table. 

The discrepancy in the theoretical and the measured values of ni  is expected due to 
two reasons mainly, viz., the approximate method of finding out the radiated power 
[eqn. 51) and ignoring the effect of the tapered portion of the rod outside the mode 
transducer. 
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Appendix 

Evaluation of the integrals by stationary phase method 

From equation (39) we write 
• 

2j  
4 2 D' 

where 

co 

	

s. f 	 sin (Rb12) 	sin (Sb12) 
/Th Tm  (k z , fl y) [ 	+ 

-co r i  

	

x 	p r ) (D)' exp j [(p 	h r ) a/2 px k y  y k, 

X dk r  dk, 

Changing  nging the integration variable k r  to p we write 

(A. 1) 

(A.2) 

00 	co  
p 	f e exp [ (p mkt ) 	Tsf (kr /30 [ Sin  (-RRb 12)  

k r  Dx  
-co _ 0, 

sin (S'b/2) 
s 	(1 + p i) exp { -j(px + k, y + k r  z)} dp dk, (A.3) 
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where kw  is related to p given by equation (16). 

Let 
00 	00 
f f g(p,k) exp[ — J(px+ ky+kz)]dp dk  

	

—co —00 	 (A.4) 
where 

P exP { 	— kr)  a/2] 
k s  Dir 	

flo 

[ sin (Rb12) 	sin (Sb12)  1 
( 1  + Pz). 

In terms of polar co-ordimites we write 

p == k 0 sirOcos 4)  
kw  = Ic a  sin 0 sin 4) 	 (A.6) 
k, = k o  cos 

x = r sin 0 0  cos 4) 

y = rsinO 0 sin4) 0  

z =- r cos 0  

where ( 0 , 0) is the direction of the ray and (r, L' 	0) is the observation point. 

Thus 

	

px + ky  y + k3 z --= k or [sin 0 sin 0 0  cos (4) 	i)o) + cos 0 cos 0 01 

= 1( 0  r f (0 , 1)). 	 (A. 1) 

Changing the integration variable to 0, 4) we obtain 

1' =fl f f g (0 , 4)) exp [ j k f (0 , OA sin 0 cos 0 de 	 (Al) 

The points of stationary phase are determined by 

.of(r 0)  =0 	 (A.9) 
as 

of (0  0) =0  

which yield 
(A. 10  

=0 0  
(A.12) 

=4)0. 

Hence the value of the integral is given by [Ref. 13 pp. 753-754] 
(A.13) ex p [  jk or f 0, 0 0)] 	2J /' = 	g (00,00)  sin 0  cos 0 0 	k or 	(cco 
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where 
52 f  

a --= 50 2 0=00  
0-00 

6  5
2 f 

,- 	_ , 
54)2  0-00 

95:=00 

52f  

7  = ao a(k10=00 ' 
0-00 

Evaluating a, 6, from equations (A. 14) to (A .16) we obtain 

6 -- = — sin' 0 0  

r = 0 

Hence 

2 7rj I = --- k fee  g (0 0 , 00) exp (— jk or) r 

where 

kg°  = k o  cos 0 o. 	 . 
Inserting g(0 0 ,0 0) from equation (A . 5) we obtain 

i 	2 7rfic.° ( 	2j \ p exp [j (p  — kr) a12]  Tm (kr,  fly)  
a 1  = 42 r k —  Dr,y) 	kr  D, 

sin (Rb12) 	sin (Sb12}] x(1 +P.)[ 	R 	+ 	S 	
exp (— jk or) . 

 

(A.14) 

(A . 15) 

(A.16)  

(A.17)  

(A.18)  

(A.19)  

(A . 20) 
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